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How was the city sound? Which ones

are the sounds

that stay and which ones are gone?

How has the urban sensory

soundscape changed?

What impressions have we keeped in

our daily live?

The great History is always silent!

Pictures, words, but no sounds at all.

S O U N D
E N V I R O N M E N T    

With this project we are going to go

over the History through the sound.

We are going to stroll over the 

Prado-Retiro site sensoryscape  and  

 soundscape.

How to reconstruct the sound

environment from the past?

The listening practices, the simbolic

and identitary meanings from the

missing sounds?

How much the sound environment

have changed due to social and

political architectural evolution?

What tools do we have that could

secure us the appropiate knowledge

in this research?

We want to reconstruct the historic

soundscape through poetry, literature,

painting, historic and modern

recordings, this will be possible with

the help of technology and could be

enjoyed by the contemporary

passerby.

INTRODUCTION 
SOUNDSCAPE  

PRADO-RETIRO 



The sounds show up to our ears in many

ways, with different meanings and

messages: words, music, noises, each one

produces various feelings and sensations

with their own code. The sound defines and

qualifies time and space, affecting directly

to the human being in many ways. It has

the double ability to transmit emotions as

well as giving us abstract information

attached to the language field that is

informing us about the environment that is

perceived relating us with it.

The personal reaction before the

environment sound has a complex

explanation depending on all these factors:

physical, ecological, and evolutionary, on

the one hand; cultural and psychosocial for

another; these dimensions are also not easy

to define and specify.

 

Sound in our life  



From Murray Shaffer´s soundscape concept that he

defined in his book: The tuning of the world, and

from the sensory landscape, a concept defined by

the authors, we can introduce the subjectivity in the

evaluation of the landscape through listening.

Human being ceases to be from just a passive

observer to be a part of the landscape itself. Thanks

to the sound experience and sensorial experience

consideration. The non-mobile, static landscape

perceived in time, becomes alive and changing.

The study area has played an important role in the

development of the city. The environment sounds

reconstruction of various characteristic moments in

history, allows knowing mechanisms that give life to

the city. Complementing with the documentary and

iconographic data that we keep, we propose a

listening of the daily activities through its

anonymous protagonists of the past.

The search for a historical-cultural city identity,

based on its architectural and urban soundscape,

provides us a fundamental value: the convergence of

different perceptions and disciplines. The daily

experiences, identities, culture, and memories

(sometimes submerged in the collective

unconscious) comes into play, integrating traditional

values with the current ones.

Soundscape 



T H E  
S O U N D  S T A G E S    

SOUND STAGE   1
Salón del Prado 
 

SOUND STAGE  2
Casón del Buen Retiro 
 

SOUND STAGE  3
The Jerónimos 
 

The stages are the
immersive sound
journey
which allow us to stroll
through sound since
1600 period to our
present days.



T H E  
S O U N D  S T A G E S    

Sound stage  4
water paths 
 

Sound stage  5
Cristal Palace
 

ESound stage    6
Puerta de Alcalá
 



Fig.3 El proyecto del parque del Buen Retiro

Source: gatopormadrid.com

Historical Maps 

Fig.1 Plan de Nicolás de Fer (1700 – 1706)

Source: alfonsopinel.wordpress.com

Fig.2 Plano Geométrico de Madrid – Tomás López (1785) 

Source: alfonsopinel.wordpress.com

Fig.5 Plano de Espinosa de los Monteros – 1769

Source: alfonsopinel.wordpress.com

Fig.6 El Prado de San Jerónimo. Anónimo (finales del siglo XVII,

copia de 1920).  Source: http://www.historicalsoundscapes.com/

Fig.4 Detalle plano ciudad de Madrid de 1902

Source: www.geografiainfinita.com




